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INTRODUCTION – What is Verification?
Checking the conformity of the procedures and the
correctness of the data

The aim of verification is to reach a
verification opinion with reasonable
assurance that:
The existing procedures
The data submitted in the
conform with the approved
annual emissions or tonnemonitoring plans, the EU
kilometre reports are fairly
ETS regulation, and the
stated, i.e. free from
national legislation of the
material misstatements
administering Member State
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INTRODUCTION – What is Verification?
Understanding the data transformation process
•

ORGANIZATIONAL
CONTEXT

Process analysis
– Review of documents
– Observation of processes
/ IT systems
– Interviews
– Corroboration of
information

•

Data analysis:

Procedures

People

Data transformation
process

Data

– Data testing
– Audit trails
IT systems

Information

Measurement
equipment

ORGANIZATIONAL
CONTEXT
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INTRODUCTION – What is Verification?
Ensuring that the seven general principles are met
Completeness – All
emissions included
Improvement of
performance –
Operators can
improve performance

Consistency – Results
comparable over time

Materiality –
Emissions are within
tolerated range

Transparency – Data
and assumptions
recorded

Cost effectiveness –
Balance accuracy and
costs

Trueness / accuracy –
Results reflect true
data
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COMMON MISTAKE 1
Confusion about the geographical scope of the EU
ETS territory
• 27 members of EU
– Croatia to join soon

• + 3 members of EEA states:
– Iceland, Norway, Liechtenstein

• Switzerland considering joining
• Some overseas territories are included:
– Guadeloupe, French Guiana, Martinique, Réunion
(Mayotte to join soon)
– The Azores, Madeira, The Canary Islands
– Åland Islands, Akrotiri and Dhekelia

• Other overseas territories are excluded:
– Falklands, Isle of Man, Assumption, etc.
– New Caledonia, French Polynesia, etc.
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COMMON MISTAKE 2
Wrong fuel consumption methodology
• Non acceptable methodologies:
– Use of ‘Block-on fuel – block-off fuel’
– Use of Fuel uplift
– Use of engine fuel burn (FQIS direct reading)

• Fuel at block-on flight N-1 is not equal to fuel before
uplift of flight N because:
– APU use
– Maintenance event

• Even with no APU and no maintenance, ‘Block-on N-1
+ Uplift N’ is not equal to ‘Block-off N’ because:
– Rounding error
– Uncertainty of density
– Accuracy of FQIS and fuel supplier gauges are different
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BEST PRACTICE 2
Use Method A, Method B or request approval by CA
• Only methodologies possible:
– Method A and Method B

• Even if an alternative methodology provides more
accurate results, it is not acceptable
• Even if no APU use, use Method A or Method B
• Unless an alternative methodology can be agreed by
the Competent Authority
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COMMON MISTAKE 3
Missing flights
• Method B requires block-on fuel of flights N and N-1
• Method A requires block-off fuel of flights N and N+1
• If flight N-1 or flight N+1 not included, not possible to
use Method B or Method A for flight N
• Incorrect identification of previous or next flight lead
to wrong fuel consumption
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BEST PRACTICE 3
Include all relevant flights
• For Method B:
– Include last flight operated by each aircraft in 2009
– Include last non-ETS flights
– Include last wet-leased out flights

• For Method A:
– Include first flight operated by each aircraft in 2011
– Include first non-ETS flights
– Include first wet-leased out flights

• OR: Include block-on N-1 and block-on N (or block-off
N and block-off N+1) on the record of flight N
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COMMON MISTAKE 4
Obvious errors in the data
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Obvious error in the sequence of flights
Obvious data gaps
Unplausible pax data
Unplausible block-on, block-off fuel
Unplausible fuel uplift or density
Unplausible fuel consumption
Due to:
– Incorrect entries by cockpit crew
– Illegible handwriting in source records
– Data entry errors in database
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BEST PRACTICE 4
Use all opportunities to cross-check the data
• Use all available data, not only EU ETS data
• Use independent databases
• Each EU ETS data should have at least one
independent cross-check (manual or automated)
• Endless number of quality checks possible
• All can be automated
• Types of quality / plausibility checks depend on the
data available
• Most typing errors can be easily prevented or
identified
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BEST PRACTICE 4
Use all opportunities to cross-check the data Flights
• Check if airport of arrival of flight N-1 is the same as
the airport of departure of flight N
• Check if airport of departure of flight N is the same as
the airport of arrival of flight N+1
• Cross-check with EUROCONTROL invoices
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BEST PRACTICE 4
Use all opportunities to cross-check the data Payload
• ‘Number of pax <= number of seats’
– Exclude INF
– Allow tolerance for jump seats and regrouping of CHD

• ‘Payload < Max Payload’
• ‘OEW + Block off fuel + Payload < MTOW’
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BEST PRACTICE 4
Use all opportunities to cross-check the data –
Fuel data
• ‘Fuel at block-on flight N-1 + Uplift flight N ≈ Fuel at
block-off flight N’
• If no uplift, ‘Fuel at block-on flight N-1 ≈ Fuel at
block-off flight N’
• Density within tolerated range (>Dmin; <Dmax)
• Maximum capacity of aircraft tanks >:
–
–
–
–

Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel

at block on
at block off
uplift
consumption

• Fuel delivery note vs. flight log vs. fuel invoice
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BEST PRACTICE 4
Use all opportunities to cross-check the data –
Fuel consumption
• Cross-check Fuel burn against:
– Average fuel burn per sector / type of aircraft
– Average fuel burn per sector / aircraft tail number
– Average fuel burn per flight hour / aircraft

• Define range:
– +/- X%
– 95 percentile

• Cross-check fuel use using different methods:
– Method A, Method B
– Method X (block off fuel – block on fuel)
– Method Z (fuel uplift)

• Fuel at block-off against fuel in OFP
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COMMON MISTAKE 5
Wet-leased in flights not included
• In general wet-leased in flights (ICAO call sign of the
lessee) must be reported by the lessee
• Fuel data recorded and kept by the lessor
• Very often, no procedure to collect fuel data from the
lessor
• Missing wet-leased aircraft and flights
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BEST PRACTICE 5
Set up procedure for wet-leased flights
• Option 1: ask lessor to complete your own flight log
• Option 2: ask lessor to provide you with their own
scanned flight logs
• Option 3: ask lessor to provide fuel data in an Excel
document
• Option 4: use small emitter tool for remaining data
gaps
• Include flight N-1 (method B) or flight N+1 (method
A)
• Check EUROCONTROL invoices to make sure no wetleased in aircraft / flight is missing
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COMMON MISTAKE 6
Wrong recording of maintenance events
• Reminder: Aviation MRG section 2.2.1:
– Method A: ‘In the exceptional case that an aircraft performs
activities other than a flight, […], after the flight whose fuel
consumption is being monitored, an aircraft operator may
substitute the figures “Amount of fuel contained in aircraft
tanks once fuel uplift for subsequent flight is complete + fuel
uplift for that subsequent flight” by the “amount of fuel
remaining in tanks at the start of the subsequent activity of
the aircraft”, […].
– Method B: „When an aircraft did not perform a flight previous
to the flight whose fuel consumption is being measured,
aircraft operators may provide the amount of fuel remaining
in aircraft tanks at the end of the previous activity of the
aircraft, as recorded by technical logs, instead of the “Amount
of fuel remaining in aircraft tanks at block-on at the end of the
previous flight”. ‘
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BEST PRACTICE 6
Consideration of maintenance event is optional
• Key word is the use of the word ‘May’
• If you don’t do it, you tend to overestimate the fuel
consumption (in most cases)
• When a maintenance event includes a fuel uplift, you
tend to underestimate the fuel consumption (in rare
cases)
• Optional to set up a procedure, but if a procedure is
set up, it must comply with section 2.2.1
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BEST PRACTICE 6
Several ways to exclude fuel burn during
maintenance events
• Option 1:
– Compare ‘Block-on N-1 + Uplift N’ with ‘Block-off N’: a
significant difference may indicate a maintenance event

• Option 2:
– Ask crew to record ‘fuel in tanks at the end of the
previous flight’ OR ‘fuel in tanks at the end of the
maintenance event’ as per technical log

• Option 3:
– Record details of maintenance events in operations
database with special flight number
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COMMON MISTAKE 7
Required quality procedures not implemented
Item

Relevant sections of MRG:2007

The sequence and interaction of data acquisition and handling
activities, including methods of calculations and measurements

MRG 10.1 & 10.3.1

Risk assessment of the definition and evaluations of the control
system

MRG 10.2 & 10.3.1

Management of competences for the responsibilities assigned

MRG 10.3.1

Quality assurance of measuring equipment and information
technology used

MRG 10.3.1 & 10.3.2

Internal reviews of reported data

MRG 10.3.1 & 10.3.3

Outsourced processes

MRG 10.3.1 & 10.3.4

Corrections and corrective action

MRG 10.3.1 & 10.3.5

Records and documentation

MRG 10.3.1 & 10.3.6
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BEST PRACTICE 7
Plan quality procedures not covered by EU OPS
Item

Relevant sections of
MRG:2007

Best practice

The sequence and interaction of data
acquisition and handling activities, including
methods of calculations and measurements

MRG 10.1 & 10.3.1

Set up EU ETS audit as part of audit
plan (Quality Dpt)

Risk assessment of the definition and
evaluations of the control system

MRG 10.2 & 10.3.1

Perform risk assessment and
description of control activities

Management of competences for the
responsibilities assigned

MRG 10.3.1

Update job descriptions and perform
staff evaluation

Quality assurance of measuring equipment
and information technology used

MRG 10.3.1 & 10.3.2

Use EU OPS relevant procedures

Internal reviews of reported data

MRG 10.3.1 & 10.3.3

Describe, perform and document
quality checks on the data

Outsourced processes

MRG 10.3.1 & 10.3.4

Use EU OPS relevant procedures

Corrections and corrective action

MRG 10.3.1 & 10.3.5

Use EU OPS relevant procedures

Records and documentation

MRG 10.3.1 & 10.3.6

Update and use EU OPS relevant
procedures
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COMMON MISTAKE 8
No proper risk assessment
• Reminder: MRG:2007 section section 10:
– ‘risk assessment of the definition and evaluations of the
control system’.
– ‘The control system consists of the following
components:
• (a) the operator's own assessment process of inherent and
control risks to errors, misrepresentations or omissions
(misstatements) in the annual emissions report, and nonconformities against the approved monitoring plan, the
permit and these guidelines;
• (b) control activities that help to mitigate the identified
risks.’
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BEST PRACTICE 8
The Risk level matrix
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BEST PRACTICE 8
The Risk level matrix
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COMMON MISTAKE 9
Confusion over retention requirements
• Uncertainty exactly which data or source records are
required to be kept
• Lack of adequately specified procedures,
responsibilities and notification
• Documentation and records retention period not
updated
• No clear list of EU ETS related documents to be
archived
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BEST PRACTICE 9
Set up procedure for EU ETS retention
requirements
• Read legislation:
– Article 11(d) of Aviation MRG
– Article 10.3.6 of MRG:2007
– Article 9 of MRG:2007

•
•
•
•
•

Decide which source records should be kept
Write and implement procedure
Best practice is to scan relevant source records
Think of back up procedure
Ask verifier and CA for advice
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OTHER COMMON MISTAKES & BEST
PRACTICES
• When an error in the data is identified, a secondary
output is corrected but the primary output (used to
generated the EU ETS reports) is not corrected:
 Make sure correction is reflected in the database used as
input for EU ETS reports

• List of flights in AE Report different from TKM Report:
 Make sure data extracts from separate databases are
matched

• Fuel uplift before RTR flight not recorded in database:
 Identify RTR flights and make manual correction
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OTHER COMMON MISTAKES & BEST
PRACTICES
• Use different data gap approaches using different
methodology than mentioned in monitoring plan
 Describe, document and consistentyly use approved
data gap approach

• Confusion over Annex 1 exemptions codes, IATA
service types, CRCO codes and airline codes:
 Set up clear correlation table between Annex 1
exemptions, CRCO codes, IATA service types and airline
codes
 Use COMMISSION DECISION of 8 June 2009 on the
detailed interpretation of the aviation activities listed in
Annex I to EU ETS Directive
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OTHER COMMON MISTAKES & BEST
PRACTICES
• Confusion over training flights to be excluded:
 Flights to obtain a licence: excluded
 Flights to maintain a licence: included

• Correct data input in the IT systems but wrong data
output used to generate EU ETS reports
 Check filters / queries used to extract the data
 Do audit trails
 Do quality checks after the extraction

• Inclusion of tare weight of pallets and containers in
payload:
 Select right source record
 Record number and type of pallet / container to deduce
tare weight from gross weight
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HOW TO GET READY
Prepare for the audit – People
• Make sure staff involved in the monitoring and
reporting processes are aware of their roles and
responsibilities
• Update job descriptions
• Make sure that:
– Staff are in the office during the site visit
– They are aware that the verifier is coming
– They can be available if required

• A lot of money is at stake!
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HOW TO GET READY
Prepare for the audit – Processes
• Ensure all procedures described in the MPs have been
implemented correctly
• Prepare or update EU ETS manual
• Perform planned quality procedures
• Document quality procedures
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HOW TO GET READY
Prepare for the audit – Data
• Perform all possible quality / plausibility checks on the
data
• Identify and correct the errors before the verifier
• Perform audit trails
• Identify data gaps
• Include data for wet-leased in aircraft and flights
• Make sure source records can be made available to
the verifier upon request
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
2010 and 2011 are test years for emissions data

Conformity with rules

100%

2010

2011

2012

• ‘Continuous improvement’ principle
• In 2010 & 2011, verifier should be tolerant and
provide recommendation
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Within the level of materiality, a positive
verification opinion is possible
Material Over-statement
(data has significant avoidable error(s) and are NOT verifiable)

+2% or +5%

-2% or -5%

Immaterial Over-statement
(data has avoidable error(s) but are verifiable)
Inherent Uncertainty (methods & equipment etc)

True value

Inherent Uncertainty (methods & equipment etc)

of emissions

Immaterial Under-statement
(data has avoidable error(s) but are verifiable)

Material Under-statement
(data has significant avoidable error(s) and are NOT verifiable)
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Check with the Competent Authority in case of any
doubt
• Competent Authorities have the ultimate authority as
they are the regulator
• Competent Authorities may have different views and
interpretation on certain issues
• Example: Density of fuel uplift:
– Standard 0.8 tolerated by the French CAA
– Actual density of fuel uplift required by the German
DEHSt
– Due to different interpretation of section 2.2.3
• French CAA: if actual density is already available: can use
it
• German DEHSt: must request actual density and use it
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ABOUT VERIFAVIA
An accredited verification body of GHG emissions…

…dedicated to the aviation sector
• ISO 14065:2007 accreditation by the United Kingdom Accreditation
Service (UKAS) to provide GHG verification for the aviation sector
under the EU ETS
• Approved in 21 EU countries: Austria, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy,
Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom and Wallonia (Belgium).
• Operations office in Paris, registered address in London
• Presence in Paris, London, Berlin, Vancouver and Rome
• Ability to communicate in English, French, German, Italian & Spanish
languages
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ABOUT VERIFAVIA
Auditors with extensive aviation EU ETS experience
throughout the world…

14/12/2010
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ABOUT VERIFAVIA
…extensive international aviation consulting and
auditing experience…

14/12/2010
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ABOUT VERIFAVIA
…and nearly 30 on-going EU ETS verification audits
for airlines worldwide

3
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2
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1

14/12/2010
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Thank You!
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